Accurate information about the location and orientation of a camera in mobile devices is central to the utilization of location-based services (LBS). Most of such mobile devices rely on GPS data but this data is subject to inaccuracy due to imperfections in the quality of the signal provided by satellites. This shortcoming has spurred the research into improving the accuracy of localization. Since mobile devices have a camera, a major thrust of this research has been directed at acquiring the local scene and applying image retrieval techniques by querying a GPS-tagged image database to find the best match for the acquired scene. The techniques are however computationally demanding. To overcome the high complexity of those techniques, we investigated the use of inertial sensors as an aid in image-retrieval-based approach. Armed with information of media other than images, such as data from the GPS module along with orientation sensors such as accelerometer and gyro, we sought to limit the number of candidate images that should be considered for finding the best match. Specifically, data from the orientation sensors (heading) along with Dilution of Precision (DOP) from GPS are used to find the angle of view and the estimate of location. We present analysis of the reduction in the image set size for the search as well as simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness in a fast implementation with acceptable location error.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of finding the accurate location of a mobile device has attracted extensive attention recently. Most of the current approaches find the device location by using a GPS module or by estimating its distance from cellular towers. Although GPS accuracy may be adequate for many applications, its performance is variable and often falls short due to its dependence on the satellite navigation system. Accuracy is crucial for some applications that rely on LBS technologies such as those needed by blind and visually impaired people. Although GPS may work well in vehicles, its performance is unsatisfactory in mobile devices carried by pedestrians who usually move at speeds less than 8 km/hr. This is especially so when pedestrians are close to tall walls or buildings. The inaccuracy therefor is more pronounced in dense parts of cities like the downtown locations.
It has been observed that the average localization errors of mobile phone GPS are in the range of 50-100 meters [1] . This has led some researchers to investigate the use of inertial sensors or cameras to improve GPS-based location accuracy. Using images captured with cameras they examined whether it is possible to get accurate positions of a query image using computer vision techniques. They used approaches that are based on searching the best match for a query image in a database of Geo-referenced images with accurate GPS coordinates. One of these databases is a suitable set of Google Street View (GSV) images. GSV images are acquired with high-precision measurement and mapping devices. The images and the associated data can be used as a reference database [2] . By obtaining the best match for an image in the database to a query image it is feasible to estimate the coordinates of a query acquired with a hand-held or wearable device.
The key idea underlying this approach is scene recognition using feature extraction and matching techniques. There are a number of existing successful methods of effectively accomplishing this and these are categorized as image retrieval methods. To carry out this task, a variety of techniques that rely on scale invariant feature such as SIFT [3] , SURF [4] or Dense SIFT are used. These feature extraction techniques have been shown to give better performance than prior algorithms such as MSER [9] . The large number of images typically stored in the database result in a very large number of features which need to be searched many times for each query. To reduce complexity, prior knowledge of location has been used to narrow down the search space. For example in [5] a city scale dataset is partitioned into smaller datasets that are searched close to coarse location of user. Some researchers have created their own datasets and made them available for study and comparison of results. The databases contain images captured with their devices or downloaded from websites such as Flicker or services like GSV. In our research we downloaded GSV images directly to populate our database. Because our goal is finding more accurate device location to help pedestrians, especially those who are visually impaired, we confined our database to images viewed from the perspective of a person walking on a sidewalk. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After describing related work in section II, the method for generating our dataset is presented in section III. Section IV describes our proposed method of local search and Homography verification. Experimental results and conclusion are presented in Section V. 978-1-4673-7606-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE RELATED WORK Recent advances in computer vision capabilities have made it possible to reliably recognize many natural objects in outdoor environment. One of the applications of this capability is in the search of a massive collection of Geotagged images on the internet to find the best match to a query image [6] and then infer the location from the data associated with the geo-tagged image. There are a variety of methods to accomplish this. For instance Reitmayr and Drummond [7] utilized an edge-based method to get street facades based on a three-dimensional model. Other efforts sought to improve on this method and modify it by using an initializing step based on an accurate GPS antenna [8] . The most commonly employed efficient approach with sufficient accuracy for many applications is based on features that can be used for robust matching under changes in scale and the presence of noise. This approach is the basis of the popular Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm and its variations. Use of such features allows the algorithm to reach to satisfactory results even when the query image is acquired from different viewpoints and illumination conditions. Besides these widely used and reliable feature extraction methods, MSER [9] and the compressed histogram of gradient method have been used in some studies [10] .
After feature extraction step for images in database, the features of query are searched among all features of database using Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) approaches to recognize the best matching reference image in the database. One of the effective approaches which is widely used is the Bag of Features (BOF) approach whose underlying ideas are borrowed from text retrieval techniques. In this method, which was proposed by Zisserman and Sivic [11] , the feature descriptions are quantized to create visual words with a clustering algorithm like k-means. As a result, an image is represented by a histogram of a number of visual words. Each image in database has a unique histogram associated with it. In order to find the best match, the histogram of a query image is compared with all histograms in database to infer which member of the Bag of Words (BOW) database is most similar to query. There are different measures for determine similarity such as the inner product of two BOW vectors. Some of the similarity measures can be calculated such as the computation of the L1 distance. In practice however the inverted file [12] method is commonly used in view of its better performance.
Some research effort has focused on the clustering step to find an efficient quantization technique to assign each feature descriptor to a visual word. For example Hierarchical k-means and approximate k-means are more appropriate when we are dealing with very large amounts of data since regular k-means is unsuitable for use with a huge number of features. Some modifications like soft assignment instead of hard assignment was proposed to compensate for possible incorrectly assignment for a sample feature vector. For instance Philbin [13] used soft assignment for each descriptor. In other methods this usually is not the last step.
Most of the image retrieval techniques perform an additional step in which several candidate images with the closest match are processed further. The number of candidates for each application is different and varies usually from 10 to 100. For making the final selection for the best match an additional task called Homography verification is performed. This step usually utilizes the popular iterative algorithm of Random Sample Consensus or RANSAC [14] to find the best geometric match between query and candidates. In fact this step compensates for the weakness in image retrieval schemes based on BOF due to neglecting geometric information in images.
The approaches mentioned so far do not exploit any knowledge of the approximate GPS coordinates and the camera orientation or heading. To exploit such available knowledge the research reported in [15, 19] proposed a method for using the inertial sensor and BOF to get more accurate result. Recognizing that most of mobile devices like smartphones and even cameras are equipped with inertial GPS and even Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), we surmised that a search among all reference images in the database is not necessary when rough location and heading in acquiring a query image are available.
We seek to exploit the knowledge of the coarse location and Dilution of Precision (DOP) along with camera heading when the query image is acquired. The query is then directly processed using Homography verification to find best match. We find that we have variable number of plausible candidates and often more than 20 images to be processed with RANSAC. However the search is substantially reduced and serves as the basis of a practical approach suitable for a realworld application. 978-1-4673-7606-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE 
III. DATASET CREATION
Since the introduction of GSV, some researchers have used its images to create datasets for studies. The GSV service covers most of US cities and more than 10 countries in 4 continents. Although it is available free for access, the creation of a dataset that contains a large collection, for example thousands, of images requires that permission be sought from Google for downloading images. With approval for such access and by utilizing the GSV API, the images can be downloaded directly from a URL. In past image dataset creation, Panorama images were usually downloaded and split into 10 or more parts. In our dataset, we downloaded images for each coordinate for which a GSV Panorama image exists. A JavaScript program was used to find all coordinates in a region specified by a center and radius that have a unique Panorama image. Then a URL request containing latitude, longitude, pitch, yaw, heading and FOV such as that shown in (1) below for MATLAB use, is sent to get images for creating the dataset: http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/streetview?size= 1400x1200&location=',lat,long,&fov=60&heading=10&pit ch=10&sensor=true&key=AIzaSrAXLYIw71e1c-4e4F9pgTT93OxhI_Qa_WQ
(1) Sample URL request for downloading image from Google street view Since the aim of this research is localization by a pedestrian, pitch and FOV are assigned to 10 and zero to get images similar to what a pedestrian would observe. For each coordinate we extracted 12 images to cover every 30 degree by changing the heading. The dataset contains the coordinates and heading of all images. The coordinates are sufficiently accurate because Google vehicles are equipped by accurate measurement units. We visually verified that, for the choice of the pitch and yaw parameters, the corresponding images from the camera and GSV were similar. This was done by acquiring parameters from our hand-held device including camera, GPS and IMU, and sending those parameter to our MATLAB code in (1) . The results were visually evaluated. Figure 1 shows a sample result when we have highly accurate coordinates. It is clear that image of GSV is from the same scene with a different viewpoint. For this research more than 24000 images corresponding to more than 2000 locations were downloaded. For each image the SIFT descriptor is calculated by using the Vlfeat library [17].
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
Our proposed method consists of two steps.
Step 1 -Query Image and Sensor Data Acquisition: The first step consists of acquiring the query image along with the associated coordinate and heading data to be obtained with the combination of a cell phone and hardware consisting of the GPS module, a camera, and an IMU. For each video frame we save the coordinates and heading data. Our experiments showed that the heading acquired from IMU is usually accurate enough while the coordinate may not be adequately accurate for the pedestrian use. The estimate of the inaccuracy is inferred from the Dilution of Precision (DOP) taken from GPS module and then calculating the Estimated Position Error (EPE). This value is actually the radius of the light blue circle around estimated coordinates as seen on Google map, illustrated in Figure 6 .b. We therefore chose to consider EPE as parameter to narrow down the search area. The EPE is computed as follows:
where the Horizontal DOP (HDOP) is directly extracted from GPS module and User Equivalent Range Error (UERE) is computed in the standard error model tables for GPS [18] . 978-1-4673-7606-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE Knowledge of uncertainty in the locations enables us to infer how many images should be searched. So in locations with a wide view of the sky we do not need to use localization based on image search since data from GPS has sufficient accuracy and is reliable for navigation. Images to be searched in the database near given coordinates are determined using the criterion of distance computed using (3).
(3)
In (3) R is the average earth radius of 6371 kilometers. The number of resulting coordinates are directly associated with EPE that represents GPS uncertainty. Another parameter used here is query's heading. Only the images with camera heading in the range of degree are selected in the next step. The candidates for 8 closest images are shown in Figure 2 for the query image of Figure 3 .
Step 2 -Procedure for selecting the best candidate:
In next step all of those candidate images are fed to a Homography verification algorithm. Before applying RANSAC, the best match features are found with the criterion:
Where is distance between feature of dataset image and closest feature in the query image , and is second closest feature in the image . The choice of =1.8 was found to work well and is close to values used in other implementations. Next we consider the task of initialization.
Initialization:
Result: How to acquire the best candidates for all the images s i in where d=number of images in the dataset find if find when end Send selected image to the Homography verification step (RANSAC) to find the best match.
In our method is set to 1.2 to cover a bigger region of search to reduce the error due to 98% accuracy of . The results of implementing the algorithm for two different values of are shown in Figure 4 . We investigated the performance for different values of . Figure 5 shows relationship between number of candidate images and for both a dense and sparse urban area of Chicago. It can be inferred that the number of 978-1-4673-7606-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE images is almost the same for these two regions. If the approximate heading data is available, is selected for limiting number of images fed to Homography verification. Although the quality of images in our database is not really high as in other databases but it is adequate for the purpose of this work. To generate features we used Vlfeat library and DSIFT as a descriptors. Before applying feature extraction all images are resized to 300×400 pixel. To speed up our algorithm parallel processing is used to accelerate the feature extraction procedure. By using our proposed method, the procedure for finding the best match is essentially the same for selected smaller region and city-scale problem.
The proposed method can be applied to a database with thousands of images. The only difference for a city-scale dataset and limited area dataset is the search for closest coordinate with available GSV image. This step, described earlier, executes fast and can be used in real-time applications. Experimental results show that in a location with a clear view of the sky, the GPS inaccuracy is low so none of the images in dataset will be selected in phase1, meaning that our localization system no longer needs refinement. In this situation GPS data is reliable and the error is acceptable for our application. Refining coordinates in such a situation is not reasonable because GSV images are available once almost every 12 meters while GPS uncertainty may be less than that value. Even if the image density is higher, for example 4 images per meter, it will not provide better result for outdoor localization. To evaluate effectiveness of our method some sample images with different cameras were taken in a dense area of Chicago where there was a train track overhead. The heading data and camera coordinates were saved simultaneously. Consider the image in Figure 6 (a). There are 53 candidate images for this query. Feeding those candidates to Homography verification step gives us the result in Figure  6 (c). If we use directly coordinate of the best match, we have the position in Figure 6 (d) that is really close to our real position. Another refinement step can be applied by considering the use of the affine fundamental matrix.
V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper a method for better localization based on image retrieval is proposed. We considered the fact that nowadays most of mobile devices such as smartphones are equipped with different inertial sensors which were not available until recently. So for accurate localization instead of searching among a city-scale dataset it is significantly more efficient to limit the search space. Our ultimate purpose is to design a system to help pedestrians who are visually impaired to navigate conveniently even in dense area of cities.
Use of data from GPS along with heading data from sensors makes it possible to improve location coordinates even in a challenging situation illustrated in the sample image shown in Figure 6 . Although our proposed method seems to be successful in most of the cases, it was found to fail in some of the samples especially when the quality of images are not good in the dataset. In future we plan to use improved feature extraction methods, for example ASIFT, to evaluate associated performance. Also, we will use regular methods like TF-IDF and inverted file techniques to evaluate results. It is clear that performance of our method is high in terms of accuracy. Here not only the number of candidate images are limited but also the same Homography verification step that is common in the most retrieval approaches has been considered as a last step. Refining coordinates by considering the affine fundamental matrix between query and best match is another step that is worth exploring. The ultimate goal of our research is to develop a more accurate device for localization. This research is a primary step toward our goal and could benefit from other techniques such as visual odometry as a complementary method. 
